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• Abstract

= We have analyzed theoretically the resonant excitations of kinetic balloon-

ing modes (KBM) by the energetic ions/alpha particles in tokamaks. Our

theory includes finite-size orbit effects of both circulating and trapped parti-

cles. With energetic-particle contributions suppressed in the singular inertial

layer, an analytic.dispersion relation can then be derived via an asymptotic

matching analysis. The dispersion relation, in particular, demonstrates the

existence of two types of modes; that is, the magnetohydrodynamic (MHU)

gap mode and the energetic-particle continuum mode. Specific expressions

for real frequencies, growth rates and threshold conditions are also derived

" for a model slowing-down beam ion distribution function.

D
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I. Introduction

The dynamics of energetic ions/c_ particles is an important issue for fusion
research and has attracted, in recent years, increasing experimental 1-3as well
as theoretical 4-13 attention. There exists a considerable amount of works

devoted to the study of how the energetic particles affect the stability of MHD
modes. In particular, it has been demonstrated that MHD modes can be
driven unstable via resonances with energetic particles. _-13Most of previous
theoretical analyses have assumed that the energetic particles have negligible
orbit sizes. In the presence of sharply localized singular-layer structures, this
assumption is, at best, dubious. Only recently, the stabilizing effects of finite-
size orbits have been included in the analyses of toroidal Alfven eigenmodes
(TAE). 14,15

In this paper, we examine finite-size orbit effects of energetic particles
on KBM instabilities. Noting that KBM consists of a singular inertial and a
regular ideal regions, the finite-size orbits then render energetic particles ef-
fective only in the ideal region. Employing an asymptotic matching analysis,

. a general dispersion relation can then be derived analytically for both circu- '
lating and trapped particles; including corresponding various wave-particle
resonances. This dispersion relation has the generic form of the "fishbone" •
dispersion relation, 7-9 and demonstrates, in particular, the existence of two
types of modes, s One is the MHD gap mode which has a frequency in the
order of ion diamagnetic drift frequency and can be destabilized by the en-
ergetic particles only when the plasma is ideal MHD unstable. The other
is the energetic-particle continuum mode; which, however, has a threshold
condition and the frequency corresponds to that of energetic-particle char-
acteristic frequency.

Section II presents the theoretical model and the relevant eigenmode
- equations. The corresponding dispersion relation is then obtained via asymp-

' totic matching in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we analyze the general stability proper-
ties of KBM and derive contributions due to circulating and trapped energetic
particles. Specific results of a model slowing-down beam ion distribution
function are given in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI contains a brief summary and
discussions.

Q
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II. Theoretical Model and Eigenmode Equations
4

We consider a large--aspect ratio (i.e. ( = a/Ro << 1) tokamak plasma
consisting ot'a warm core (C) component and an energetic (E) component.
Here, a and Ro are, respectively, the minor and major radii. In terms of
the smallness parameter _, we adopt the following formal orderings: _3c =
8zrPc/B 2 "_ _, _z "" _2, Tc/TE _ ¢2, hEriC _ _3, kep_c" _3/2, kepE "_ _1/2,
and w/OVA"_ _. Here, WA = VA/qRo, q is the safety factor and the rest of the
notations is standard. We note that the present orderings are adopted such
that effects of finite-size orbits, while suppress energetic-particle dynamics
in the inertial layer, affect the core component negligibly. Furthermore, to
make analytical calculations of the KBM with finite kopE possible, we adopt
the Connor-Hastie--Taylor analytical model equilibrium of circular magnetic
surfaces. 16

Within the present model, the ideal MHD approximation can be shown

to remain valid; i.e. _EII "_ 0. Meanwhile, perpendicular pressure balance
gives

c !

' B_BII _ 4zrn,ew.v °cp, (l)
gO

where mew.p - (c/B)(k x ell) . XYP, and 5¢ is the scalar potential. The
* eigenmode equation then corresponds to the following vorticity equation:

1

where we have used the well-known ballooning mode representation. Thus,
0 is the extended coordinate along the magnetic field B, ft2 = w(w-
w.,i)/w_, f(O) = 1 + (sO- asin0) 2, s = rq'/q, a = q2RO_,, g(O) = coso +
(sO -asinO)sinO, rlj = 4zrejq2R_w/c 2, ovdi(O) = k0aajg(0), a_j = (v_./2 +

v_)/wcjRo, and < ... >j- f day( .. .)j with j being the relevant species. The
function $Gj corresponds to the nonadiabatic gyrokinetic response and is
governed by the following gyrokinetic equation:

[w d - i(w - ovd)] _Gj = i(_)jQFoig_ajJo(,kp,) _¢, (3)t'_ J w

' where wt = Vll/qRo, QFoj = (wOe + dv,)Foi, £ = v2/2, Ap = k±p, and
dv.Foj = (k x ell/WCj). XTFoj.Note that, in Eq. (3), the left-hand side stands

3



t,

for the guiding-center propagator and, hence, determines the wave-particle

resonance conditions, QF oi corresponds to the free energy in both configu-

ration and velocity spaces, and Y2djS¢ indicates energy exchange via Vdj • 5E

with Vdi being the magnetic drift.

For the present analysis, it is more convenient to let 5¢ = fl/25¢ and

rewrite Eq. (2) in the following standard form:

d2 f-/2 acos0 (s - acos 0) 2 f-1/2-_ + + f f2 5_/2- _ _J < .qndJo( Ap)SG >j= 0.J

(4)
Equations (3) and (4) correspond to the coupled differential-integral eigen-

mode equations and are generally difficult to solve analytically. Significant

progress, however, can be made by noting that the basic mode structures

contain two spatial regions; that is the long-scale [0 --_ O(wA/W) _ _-i] in-

ertial and the short- scale [0 _ O(1)] ideal regions. Analytical dispersion

relation can then be derived by asymptotically matching the solutions in the

two regions, and the details are given in the next Section.

0

III. Dispersion Relation

In the inertial region, we have I_1 ._ O(_ -_) >> 1. It can then be

straightforwardley demonstrated that, with the formal ]kePEI "-' e1/2 order-

ing, energetic-particle nonadiabatic contributions are negligible due to the

finite size orbit effects. Core particle contributions, meanwhile, remain es-

sentially the same as the negligible orbit-size case 12'13 and, hence, will be

omitted in the present analysis. Equation (4), therefore, reduces to

_-fi + a _ aC0(0)=0. (5)
The solution is

5¢0(0)= e_nl°t, (6)
with the Imfl > 0 causality constraint.

In the ideal region, meanwhile, we have ]0] _ O(1), _d Eq. (4) reduces
to

O

-_ -t f f2 592z - f-1/2gT?E < fl_JoSG >E-- 0. (7)

4
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From Eq. (7)i we can construct the following quadratic form

/__' dOf-t/2grl_¢7 < gtdJo_G>E-- 0. (S)oo

Asymptotically matching _¢t and _¢0 gives

'_b_-_0'¢t[_ = 2irl. (9)

Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (8) yields the desired dispersion relation

- if_+ _wj + 5w_ = 0; (10)

where 8W] is the well-known MHD fluid _W, i.e.,

8W/ = -_ ,,_dO i---_ + f2 f I_zl _ ; (xi)
li

_WK is the kinetic d_W due to the energetic-particle "compression", i.e.,

_WK = -_r/E dO < _S'_G >E, (12)

and

_S = flaf-l/2 gJo(Ap)5¢t. (13)

Note that the causality constraint requires

8Wf + _WK,. < 0 (14)

with 5WK,. = Re(,_WK). It is also interesting to note that the dispersion
relation, Eq. (10), has the same form as that of the "fishbone" instability, r-9
We therefore, term it as the generic "fishbone '_ dispersion relation.

QP
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IV. General Stability Analyses

Since we are interested in the energetic particle--wave resonances, we let

,_WK= EW_¢_+ i,YWK_. (15)

Furthermore, we let w = w, + i7 with I"t/w,.[ << 1 for near marginal stability
studies.

From Eq. (10), it is clear that the stability properties depend crucially
on ft. Noting that ft2 - w(w -w.pi)/w2A, we can then identify two types of
modes s depending on the sign of fl2[w = w_]. Specifically, for

w, <0 or w, >w.pi, (16)

we have fl being real and, hence, the continuum mode. On the otherhand,
for w_ inside the (0,w.p;) ion diamagnetic gap, we have fl being imaginary
and, hence, the gap mode. In the following, we shall discuss the stability

properties of these two types of modes separately. °
For the continuum mode, w_ is determined by the real part of dispersion

relation, Eq.(10); i.e.,

5W I + ¢fWa-, = -7_--_-w_< 0. (17)

The growth rate, meanwhile, is given by the imaginary part of the dispersion
relation and can be written as

O6WK,
= (_WK,"-_)/( o_ ) (18)

The threshold condition is, thus,

cYWgi = YL; (19)

i.e., balancing the energetic-particle drive with the continuum damping. For
the mode to be unstable, it requires _WKi > fir, and

O,Sw_,,_/O_r< o. (20) ,

Since this mode is induced by the energetic particles, we shall further term

it as the energetic particle continuum mode. o

6



For the gap mode, meanwhile, the dispersion relation, Eq. (10), can be !
: rewritten as

ft' + 5w_ + _wK = 0; (21)

where 12' - -i_ = _/w(w._--w)/WA . The real part of Eq. (21), which
determines w,, is

_'_ + 6W! + 6WKr = 0; (22)

where the causality constraint implies 12'r> 0. The imaginary part of the
dispersion relation then gives rise to the growth rate

' "r= 2_W_,(6W_ + _W,_) w_. (o.3)
_=pi -- 2Wr

Noting that 6W! + 6WKr < 0 and 6Wgi is positive definite, the gap mode
can be driven unstable only when

_.pi > _ > w.pi/2. (24)

Note that the gap mode is basically a MHD mode, and hence, will be called
l

as the MHD gap mode.

In the rest of this Section, we are going to derive specific expressions of
6G and, hence, 6WK for circulating and trapped particles. To do this, we
need to know 6¢z(6¢1). Observing that, with 6Wg .._ e, the lowest-order 6_2t
is sufficient for the present purpose. If we further assume s _ a < 1, it is
then reasonable to adopt 6¢I = 1.

A. Circulating particle contribution

It is more convenient to analyze the circulating particles via a straight-
forward transformation from the guiding centers to the drift centers. 6WK,
Eq. (12), then becomes

27req2I_o f?6WK = c2 w d8 < 6S_6Gd >; (25)CO

where 8 ... O(Ok ,., 1/skop_) .._ e-1/2 > 1 , 6G_ = 6Gexp(iSd), Oa= -A4 cos0,
. Aa = kxp,_ = kxf_a/w,, and

6S_ = flaf-_/2 gdo(Ap)exp(-iOd). (26)
'a'

7



d_Gdis given by the following drift-center gyrokinetic equation
&

eQro
(wtOo - iw)_Gd = i--_fldJo()_p) sin Ooexp(iOd). (27)

/72

Here, we have explicitly denoted the subsidiary two scales; 0o _, 0(1) and
Ok-'_O(e-1/2). Noting that 00 _- 00o and

fldJosinOoe '°'j = n,_Jo _ 2(-1)"i "+' ns'(Ad) sin n0o = E 5sd, sinn0o,
n=l ,_d n=l

(2s)
Eq. (27) can then be readily solved and we obtain

•rlU)i
oo _Sh,, (sin nOo- __ cos nOo). (29)Sad= LQFo _ _2w_-_2 w

Equation (29) into Eq. (25), _WK for the circulating (untrapped) energetic
particles then becomes

= ,Wq i ,o -w f dots ° . (3olr/2C2 n=l

. Here, [_Sa.[ = 2fldJo(_,)nJ.(Xd)/Aa and we have dropped the subsript E to
simplify the notations.

Recalling that, from Eq. (19), we have threshold 8WKi = fb _ wr/wA for
the energetic-particle continuum mode and, from Eq. (24), w. _ w.pi < wtz
for the MHD gap mode, we can then conclude that, in general cases, only the
n = 1 term in Eq. (30) needs to be considered. Adopting Pad4's approximant
for the Bessel functions; i.e.,

Jo(Ap)2J,(Ad)/,kd _- (1 + A2k[/k_)-'; (31)

where A _ = k_(p 2 + p_/2)/4, Eq. (30) then becomes, keeping only the n = 1
term,

7r2e2q2/_ ( QFofl] w ) (32)6WKu _- 2 mc2s A(l+A2)312wt2-w2 '
l,

We note also that, in deriving Eqs. (29) and (30), we have assumed
00 = 000 and, hence, ignored the 0h-scale _ariations of A,, _ and, hence,

$
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$Sa,. Keeping the O(¢t/2)00k corrections leads to broadening of wave-
particle resonance conditions due to finite-size orbits. Specifically, Eq. (32)
is modified (see Appendix) to become

Ir2e2q2P_o( Q Fol_ jo°°5W_cu - 4 mc 2 A(1 + A2)2 dxe-_

- ; (33)

where A = sA/(1 + A2) 1/2. Note that the finite-A resonance broadening
effects could, in principle, also enhance the instability drive.

B. Trapped Particle Contribution

Similar to the circulating particles, the kinetic contAbution of the trapped
energetic particles can be more readily derived in terms of banana centers

, as, omitting the subscript E,

' t=-_, ]vii] '

where

(5S_ = flaf-1/2 gJo(Xp)exp(-iOb), (35)

Ob"- fo(wa- cba)dr, dr = qRodO/lVll[, A = 3fAdr/rb, rb = f dr, k[ = 1 +
(2rr/+O)2s 2, and _Gb is the solution of gyrokinetic Eq. (3) with _Gb = _Ge i°b.
The subscript b, thus, denotes the banana centers.

While one can substitute the known solutions of _G or d_Gb(see Ref. 17)
into Eq. (34) to derive a formal expression of 6Wt<T, we shall try to further
simplify the analysis by assuming the energetic particles are deeply trapped
between 2rl 4- 0r. We then derive, for ~ IdEI < I bEI,

-_ , In deriving Eq. (36),we have noted that, compared to the l = 0 term, l ¢ 0
terms are negligible due to the f-t factor. Note that only physics of the
precessional drift is kept here2

I
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On the otherhand, for [w--flakE[". [WbE[,the I # 0 terms dominate. In fact,
similar to the circulating particles, we have two O scales; i.e., Oo_ O(OT) _ 1
and 0_ _ O(1/kopb) "_ e -1/2 with pb = fl_/wb. Carrying out straightforward
algebra, we then have

_c 2

× Z:Z: _ (37)i#0 p

Here, Ab = OTkzpb. Again, using Pad_'s approximant for the Bessel functions

and replacing El _ 0 by integration, Eq (37) becomes

f f 1 &a - w8Wt,'r _ zr2e2qR°B°O_ dE dpQF°fl_rbAb(1 + A_)3/2(& d w) 2 w_rnc2s -- _ •

Here, A_ = A_/8. Note also that, in Eq. (38), we have only kept p =
5_i terms; which, according to discussions similar to the case of circulating
particle_, are generally the dominant ones. '

Within our orderings, w.pi < ¢aaE,wb_, oats < w.E, we get 8W/_-r > 0 for
w _<¢0.,; from Eqs. (32), (36), and (38). The causality condition Eq. (14)
thus tells us the MHD gap mode can only be excited when the system is ideal
MHD unstable (SW! < 0). Meanwhile, from Eq. (17) and Eq. (20), we recall
that the existence of the unstable energetic-particle continuum mode requires
O_WKr/i)w_ < 0, and d_Wt¢_< O for ideal MHD stable plasmas (_W! >
0). By investigating Eqs. (32), (36), and (38), we find that, given proper
distribution functions, both conditions can indeed be satisfied for circulating
as well as trapped energetic particles. Generally speaking, it implies that the
energetic-particle continuum modes have characteristic frequencies wr "_wee
for circulating particles, and Wr _ _aS or WbE for trapped particles. Specific
results pertinent to a slowing-down beam ion distribution will be presented
in the next section.

The growth rate of energetic particle driven instability is proportional to
8Wgi; which is generally positive definite for w.t; > w,. Front, Eqs. (32),
(36) and (38), 6Wt<i is proportion to the /3E and its radial gradient. In

lr
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previous analyses, 11'12kopE < lfr[ ,-, e, one has the results with negligible
' orbit-size effects and 5WKi oc kopE (due to w.E). In the present analysis,

Ifl[ < kepE < O(1), the finite--size orbit effects are clearly exhibited by the
A and Ab factors in, respectively, Eqs. (32) and (38). Note that these factors
plus Q Fo render 5WK weakly dependent on k0. Finally, we note that for
kopE, kopbE > 1, _WKs decay asymptotically as (kopE) -3 or (kopbE) -3. This
property can also be readily obtained from the large argument expansions of
the Bessel functions.

V. Slowing-Down Beam Ion DistributionFunction

InthisSection,we shallderivethespecificexpressionsforthegrowthrates
ofKBM usingthefollowingslowing-downbeam iondistributionfunction:

Bo_E v'l - aoBo__3/25(a _ ao); (39)
FoE = 25v_rr2rn$ m 1- a0Bo/2

, where a = #/£ is the pitch angle, Bo is the ambient magnetic flux at magnetic
axis, and E _<_,_ with E,_ being the maximum beam energy.

A. Circulating Particles

Substituting Eq. (39) into Eq. (32), we find

"" _ c_E_ 1 In wr _t,_ (40)
_WKUr 23/2s wtm 2Wtm lwr -- COrm '

and, for lwr[ < wt_ ,
71.2 2

5WK_]_"" 2s/2saEw_,
2 t

where aE - q Ro_, and the subscript "m" indicates that the parameters
: are evaluated at £ = £_.

(i) For the MHD gap mode, Eqs. (22) and (23) become, denoting 5Wr =
5w/ + 5WKr,

,,.,,+ - 4,4 -
w, __ • (42)

: 2 '
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and
/1.2 2 2

"_ . (43)
"1- aE 2312s ¢0_,,, w.pi

7, thus, increases with k0 and is limited by kop,n, kop,i,,,,_< 1. Note the
causality constraint 5W, < 0 becomes, approximately,

rr w" '_ SW! <0. (44)
_W! + a_ 23/2s wt,,,

Equation (44), thus, reconfirms the observation that the MHD gap mode is
unstable only if the plasma is ideal MHD unstable (SW! < 0).

(ii) For the energetic-particle continuum mode, instabilities can occur
even if ideal MHD is stable (d;W! i> 0). Taking 5W/ " 0, we find from
Eqs. (17) and (40) that at the instability threshold

w, __0.834w,_. (45)

The threshold condition, meanwhile, is given by Eqs. (19) and (41); i.e.,

,_o _-0.57_L/_,. (46)
Near the threshold, the growth rate is ,,

_, 2 _e L I_ - _, _, (_L - _)

From Eqs. (45) to (47), we note aEC and 7 depends weakly on ko. In fact,
referring to Eq. (32), it can be shown that -yis broadly peaked about kopdm "_

e]_a, where eE -- LpE/Ro and LpE is the scale length of the energetic-particle
pressure.

B. Trapped Particles

We will use aga!., the slowing-down beam ion distribution function, Eq. (39),
for the trapped particle calculations and ignore the finite Larmor-radius ef-
fects of J02(Ap);but keep the finite banana-width (finite Ab) contributions.
Corresponding expressions of _WKT can then be derived using Eqs. (36) and
(38) for, respectively, ]w[ ,,_ _dE < wbE and ]ta[ -,, wbE > _E. Note the

Q
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case with _E _ {MbE(i.e., precessional drift-bounce resonance) is effectively
,j suppressed by the finite-Ab effects.

(i.) For I{MI"_ I_dEI < @bEI, the mode is driven by the precessional drift
resonance. We have

_dm _d ('dr

and _r2 {M_ t
"_ aE. (49)

6WKr_- v__d_

(i.a) The MHD gap mode can be excited when

_W_ -- gWI + _Ws-r__- 6W/o < 0. (50)

Here, 6WIc denotes ideal MHD 6W with only the core component contribu-
tion. While {M_is given by Eq. (42), the corresponding growth rate is

t _ _2
__,___v____.___A(-_w_). (51)
{Mr {Mdm _.Vl

_,, thus, scales inversely with {M.pior ko. Equation (51), however, assumes
{M._ >_216W_I{MA;i.e., the purely ideal ballooning mode is kinetically stabi-
lized by {M,pi.

(i.b) As to the energetic-particle continuum mode, the instability, again,
can occur even if 6Wf f> 0. Taking 6W/__ O, we have

{M__- 0.78_d,_. (52)

The corresponding threshold value of aE iS then given by

a_c_-0.14_/{MA. (53)

, Meanwhile, near the threshold, the growth rate is

GE _dm
3' _ rr i In + . (54)

(Mr Cdd tmr _drn _ {Mr

Thus, both a_e and 7 scale with k0 for kop_ < 1.

13



(ii) For Io_l_ l¢ob_l> I_aEI,the mode is driven by the bounce resonance.
We have

_WKr_ _----_aE_ 1 In ,
2 S 02btu 2Wbm Wbm -- ¢Zr

and, for Iwrl < wb,_ ,

2
"/r2_T W r

SWKTi _ 4s w_,_aF_. (56)

We note that Eqs. (55) and (56) have the same functional dependencies as
those of Eqs. (40) and (41) for the circulating particles, and, therefore, the
stability properties can also be expected to be similar.

(ii.a) The MHD gap mode, again, can be excited when

71"_T W.p/

5w___,sw:+ _T,_E_ ... ,_w:< 0; (57)
i.e., only when SW! < 0. The corresponding growth rate is then

D

,r_ O..ZT,,rwA _ . (58)
7 "" azT s wb,_ ] _.pi ]

(ii.b) Similar to the case of circulating particles, the energetic-particle
continuum mode can be destabilized when aE exceeds the threshold value
even if the plasma is ideal MHD stable (SW,, > 0). In this case, we have for
SW/-"_0,

w_ __0.834wb,,. (59)

Meanwhile,

aec -_0.4_ _" , (60)
_T O3rt.dA

and, near the threshold,

Note that, similar to the case of circulating particles, the growth rate of the J
energetic-particle continuum mode is broadley peaked about kapb,r, "" eVa
and depends weakly on ke.

14



It is instructive to assess the relative importance between the preces-
sional drift and bounce resonances. For the MHD gap mode, one can readily
see from Eqs. (51) and (58) that the precessional drift resonance, Eq. (51),
dominates. As to the energetic particles continuum mode, Eqs. (53) and (60)
clearly indicate that the precessional drift resonance has a lower threshold for
kepb_ _<1. For high aE values, such that continuum modes corresponding to
both resonances are excited with comparable growth rates, the precessional-
drift mode tends to have higher ke, kepb,,, _ 1; while the bounce mode will
have kepb,,, _" e_ 3.

VI. Summary and Discussions

In the the present work, we have carried out a matched asymptotic anal-
ysis and derived an analytic dispersion relation for the kinetic ballooning
modes (KBM) resonantly excited by energetic ions/alpha particles in toka-
maks. Our analysis contains effects due to finite--size orbits of both circu-

, lating and 'zapped energetic particles; such as Larmor radii, magnetic drift
orbits and banana widths, which render energetic particle contributions effec-
tive only in the ideal region instead of the extended inertial region as in the
case of negligible orbit sizes. The dispersion relation, furthermore, include
various wave-particle resonances and is of the generic "fishbone" form.

We have analyzed this KBM dispersion relation and found that it exhibits
two types of unstable modes. One is the MHD gap mode with w, pl/2 < _,.
w.pi which exists only when the tokamak plasma is ideal MHD unstable,
i.e., 8W/ < 0. The other is the energetic-particle continuum mode with
wr > to.pi; that is, wr lies inside the continuum. Typically, wr corresponds
to the characteristic energetic particle frequencies such as ffa_E,wbE or _tE.
The energetic-particle continuum mode can be excited even if 6W l > 0; but
there is a threshold in aE due to the resonant continuum damping.

To illustrate these properties more explictly, we have further analyzed the
dispersion relation using a slowing-down beam ion distribution function and
derive specific expressions of wr, "y, and threshold C_E(if applicable) for both
types of modes as well as circulating and trapped particles.

0 Several approximations have been made in this paper in order to sil,Lplify
the analyses and, thereby, illuminate the physics. We expect straightforward
extensions of the present work to more realistic tokamka equilibria and/or
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to include additional effects such as core-component damping, global contin-
uum damping, etc. The qualitative features of the instability properties are,
however, expected to be similar _ those obtained here.
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Appendix A. Derivation of Equation (33)

Note that Eq. (31)can be written as

Jo(A,)2J,(Aa)/Aa _ (1 + A2k_./k_) -' = (1 -i-A2)-'(1 -I-A202)-'; (AI)

where A 2 = k_(p 2 + p_/2)/4 and A2 m s_A_/(1 + A2). Fourier transforming
Eq. (27) to z - space by f°__o,, e-iZ'_drl, we have

QFo
ad[_(_ 1)- _(z+_)l, (A2)i(_ A_O_)(_,_-_)aO_= __ --

m (1+ A2),,,
and the solution is

ilr e QFol_ 1

5G ".' 2(_,z- w)'m'w(1 +A2)_ [e-I'+'l/^ - e-I'-'l/^]" (A3)

Similarly, we have, from Eq. (26),

' 6S_ __-2(li_rfld+A2) A:[e-I'+ll/A - e-I*-tl/n]. (A4)

, Substituting Eqs. (A3) and Eqs. (A4) into Eq. (25) along with Parseval's
theorem, we find

6WK.. = 7re" l'P_ I QFoY_ f_'_ e_,.+,l/^] .>4 m_ (i + n_)_A_oodzi--L--[_-"-'l/^-,_,z-_, "
(A5)

In deriving Eq. (A5), we have noted that IAI~ _,/2 < 1, and thus, the
integrand is peaked at z = 4-1. Letting x = 2lz 4- I[/A in Eq. iA5), we then
derive Eq. (33).
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